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A lighthouse
to stadiums
worldwide.
A deep dive into the partnership that
is bringing a major global soccer arena
further into the age of AI.
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One of the largest and technologically most advanced soccer stadiums
in the world now benefits from security cameras empowered by AI video
analytics from the Azena Application Store. Cameras in and around the
stadium go beyond providing raw video data and deliver valuable insights
helping operators improve safety and efficiency.
Since the project is still ongoing, our partner wants to remain unnamed. We
respect that, of course. Nevertheless, we want to share valuable insights
on how video technology has been taken to the next level using AI video
analytics from our Application Store.
Located in the heart of a major european city the stadium is home to
a soccer champion team and a living laboratory established to enable
the development and the testing of innovative stadium and smart city
solutions. As one of the world’s most sustainable stadiums, it is regarded as
a role model for modern stadium construction and operations.
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In this Customer Journey,
you’ll find:
USE CASES:

#1 Crowd detection

#2 Smart Parking

•

Enforce health policies.

•

Automated barrier opening.

•

Monitor visitor flows to
respond to overcrowding
and congestion.

•

Track parking lot occupancy.

•

A future plan is to also be
able to count the number
of passengers and gather
statistics on arrival methods.

•

Operational intelligence to
drive cost efficiency.

•

Safe COVID-19 reopening.

#3 Queue detection

#4 Visitor feedback

•

Direct visitors to less crowded
food stalls using smart
displays.

•

Analysis of visitor satisfaction
over time and for specific
events and areas.

•

Reinforce staffing and busy
food stands.

•

Non-contact method follows
hygiene rules.

•

Gain information on peak
times and visitor volumes to
better plan ahead.

•

Gather large amount of
information without slowing
visitor flow.

CA M ER AS:

APPS:

Visual Feedback

Isarsoft Perception

SAIMOS Counting

NumberOk Edge

WHO BENEF I TS F RO M IT:

Stadium Management

securityandsafetythings.com

Stadium Visitors

The city
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O BJ ECT I V E

Improve visitor experience
and stadium operations
The goal of the project is always focused on fan-experience.

As one of the largest and technologically most advanced soccer stadiums in the world, this stadium
is the perfect place to demo how innovative AI technology can be used to make complex operations
in a stadium more efficient, more enjoyable, and safe for visitors. The management’s objectives are
manifold, so are the possibilities that the latest video technology in security cameras, offers:
• Speed up visitor processing at access points to the stadium and parking areas.
• Monitor visitor flows to respond faster to critical events, overcrowding, and congestion.
• Gain operational intelligence to streamline stadium operations and drive cost efficiency.
• Prepare for safe reopening and health protection during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.
Azena provides the platform and software in its Application Store to achieve these goals using AI
Video Analytics. New functions and capabilities can be added to existing camera systems as needed,
allowing each device to perform entirely new roles and tasks.

azena.com
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SO LU T I O N

AI cameras provide valuable
operational insights
Let’s take a look at just what AI-enabled cameras can do.

A series of smart cameras on the Azena IoT
platform is installed in the stadium’s key areas.
Using specialized, AI-enabled video analytic apps
from the Azena Application Store that run directly
on-device, each camera provides the management
team with valuable operational insights.

#1

Crowd detection

Smart cameras help monitor crowds - not
individuals - outside the stadium and detect in time
when local occupancy grows and social distancing
rules might be violated. Instead of having live video
data, the cameras can share valuable insights
with other systems and operators for a variety of
purposes:
•

Inform security personnel to enforce
health policies.

•

Monitor visitor flows to respond faster to
critical events, overcrowding, and congestion.

•

Gain operational intelligence to streamline
stadium operations and drive cost efficiency.

•

Prepare for safe reopening and health
protection during and after the
COVID-19 pandemic.

azena.com

An Azena-enabled smart
camera installed
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All of these measures fit seamlessly intothe stadium’s hometown efforts to better manage crowds and
large gatherings in public spaces with safety and efficiency.

#2

Smart parking management

Security cameras equipped with license plate
recognition are used to automate and accelerate
check-in at parking space barriers. They also
provide real-time and statistical insights into
occupancy. These insights can be used for a variety
of applications:
•

Automated barrier opening, which significantly
speeds up visitor access and reduces wait
times for a smoother parking experience.

•

Tracking parking lot occupancy and providing
real-time insights into parking occupancy rates.

•

Soon, smart cameras may also be used to track
not only the number of cars but count the
number of passengers. This helps to gather
statistics on arrival methods used to better plan
public transportation and parking capacity.

#3

Queue detection

Smart cameras recognize queues forming at
food and beverage stands in the stadium and
automatically share this information with other
systems and service teams. Various measures can
be initiated to improve visitor experience:

azena.com

•

Direct visitors to less crowded food stalls, for
example, using displays that inform visitors
which way to go to reduce waiting time.

•

Reinforce staffing at busy food stands to
increase processing speed and reduce wait
times.
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•

Gain information on peak times and visitor volumes over an extended period to better plan
stock and personnel

All of this helps improve the visitor experience by enabling them to spend their time in the stadium
enjoying sports and entertainment instead of waiting. It also positively impacts revenue, by allowing
more visitors to be served in limited time windows such as a halftime break.

#4

Visitor feedback management

Smart cameras placed at a series of exit points both from the stadium and from attractions inside,
e.g. restaurant, bar, guided tour or similar, can allow visitors to rate their experience simply by making
gestures. The cameras recognize thumbs up as positive feedback, thumbs down as negative. This
information is stored anonymously and can be used for various purposes:
•

Comprehensive analyses of visitor satisfaction over time and for specific events and areas.

•

The non-contact method allows aligning both, collecting feedback and following hygiene rules.

•

Gather large amounts of information without interrupting or slowing down visitor flow.

“The flexibility of our platform and our Partner’s mission
of innovation are very well matched to address realworld issues of privacy, health and safety alongside
groundbreaking ideas for stadium management.”
Hartmut Schaper
CEO at Azena

Privacy is guaranteed
The camera system and how it is used complies with all European and local privacy regulations.
Furthermore, there are various advantages to this camera system, when it comes to privacy: powerful
processors and AI enable analyzing videos directly on the cameras, which minimizes the amount of
personal information to be passed and processed in the cloud.
Instead, the cameras send only the information about relevant events such as when a long queue is
forming, groups of people gather too closely, or individuals are not wearing face coverings as required.
This reduces the processing of visitors’ personal information to an absolute minimum as opposed to a
traditional set-up where all footage is permanently transmitted and centrally processed.

azena.com
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R E SU LTS

All stakeholders benefit from
smart video technology
Positive impact for management, visitors and the city.

How stadium management benefits
•

Innovation & Flexibility: the stadium cameras can be easily equipped
with the latest AI video analytics applications available in the Azena
Application Store. Testing and expansion are possible with just a few clicks.

•

Operational efficiency: smart cameras provide valuable insights into processes
and events at the venue. This enables stadium operators to optimize stadium layout, better plan
and control staff deployment, and security measures.

•

Reducing hardware costs: Azena-enabled cameras can be flexibly repurposed for different
purposes during their lifetime. Cameras from different manufacturers can be combined and
equipped with different capabilities.

•

Comply with health policy: Cameras can be configured to check for the presence of face masks
and compliance with social distancing policies and activate security personnel if violations occur.

azena.com
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How stadium visitors benefits
•

Improved visitor experience: smart video surveillance helps monitor
visitor flows to prevent local congestion and overcrowding in real-time.
To reduce wait times at kiosks and food stands, staff are automatically
allocated to where assistance is needed to accelerate processing.

•

Security & safety: Cameras can be equipped with AI applications designed for fire and smoke
detection, fallen person detection, weapon detection, suspicious objects, and luggage detection.
All of these applications for security cameras are already available in the Azena Application Store.

azena.com
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N E XT ST E PS

Continuously improve and
extend camera capabilities
Flexible systems means that innovation is always happening.

As AI-powered video analytics is just beginning to play a larger role in stadium operations, many
possible scenarios and use cases are not yet foreseeable. Azena expects to identify many more use
cases for this new breed of smart cameras and looks forward to implementing them with management.
The management is already evaluating many new AI applications to consider for further expansion of
the camera system.
Smart video analytics is not
limited to visitor-related
stadium operations. Smart
cameras could also be used,
for example, to make the
broadcasting of events on
the playing field or stage
smarter and more automated.
Cameras that automatically
follow the ball during a
soccer match are already in
use today. The possibilities
are limitless, as cameras are
no longer restricted in their use by their built-in capabilities.
Stadium cameras will soon be able to take on new tasks no one has thought of today by simply
installing new apps from the growing Azena Application Store. Just like it is common practice with
smartphones or tablets. Who would have thought a decade ago that we would use our smartphones
to keep up the latest sports news, playing games, or paying?

azena.com
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TA K E AWAY

A lighthouse to smart
arenas all over the world

With the help of Azena, our partner’s stadium has
once again asserted itself as a role model for modern
stadium construction and operations. Stadium
technology, which was already at a high level,
became even smarter and future-proof with AI Video
Analytics from the Azena Application Store. That is
what happens when innovative-thinking partners
work together to shape the future of stadium security
and operations management.
Interested in getting more out of your stadium
cameras and taking security and operations
management to the next level?
Let’s talk about how you can benefit from Azena!

azena.com
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About us
At Azena, we connect camera manufacturers, SoC
providers, application developers, VMS providers,
and systems integrators through a game-changing
platform. Our goal is to accelerate the speed of
innovation for security cameras and applications that
make use of AI and computer vision.
Azena is a fully owned but independent Bosch start-up head-quartered in
Munich, founded in September 2018.

Our Platform
We have designed a global platform for security
camera applications.
Today, we offer a free and open operating system for security cameras,
a development tool kit for app developers and an Application Store for
integrators as well as a device management portal.
For more detailed information on Azena, please visit:
www.azena.com

azena.com
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Imprint

Security and Safety Things GmbH
Sendlinger Straße 7
80331 München, Germany
Phone: +49 89 6290-2929

Contact
person

André Bos
Business Development Manager
Andre.Bos@mail.azena.com

VAT I D #
D E 31 7 555 1 0 0

Board of Management

Register Entries

Stefanie Grimm
Hartmut Schaper

Registration Court:
Amtsgericht München,
HRB 243507
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